
TERRA FORCE-EF
& TERRA FORCE-EH
New generation of enduro and extreme enduro tyres.
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The Mitas TERRA FORCE-EF Super, marked 
with yellow stripe, features a fibrous durable 
long-lasting rubber compound that ensures 
outstanding grip and very low abrasion even on 
hard terrain. It resists tearing and cutting, and is 
therefore suited to wide range of terrains, from 
soft and intermediate to rocky. Mitas TERRA 
FORCE-EF Super light, marked with a green stripe, 
is designed for harder enduro races. Compared to 
the Super version, it has a softer tread compound 
that ensures better adhesion and performance 
on hard and rocky terrain or in wet forest terrain 
on tree roots. Mitas TERRA FORCE-EF Super and 
Super light versions are designed to meet specific 
Fédération Internationale de Motocyclisme (FIM) 
regulations.

TYRE SIZES
FRONT

90/90-21 54R TT SUPER                  
90/90-21 54R TT SUPER LIGHT     
90/100-21 57R TT SUPER                  
90/100-21 57R TT SUPER LIGHT     

REAR
120/90-18 65R TT SUPER                  
120/90-18 65R TT SUPER LIGHT     
140/80-18 70R TT SUPER                  
140/80-18 70R TT SUPER LIGHT     

Mitas TERRA FORCE-EH Super soft, marked with 
double green stripes, features an extra soft sticky 
tread compound for extreme enduro races. The 
tire is best suited to extreme rocky, stony, wet 
and mud terrains. It is ideal for vertical climbs on 
hard enduro races and for all extreme terrains. 
TERRA FORCE-EH is not street legal and is only 
available as NHS (Not for Highway Service).

TYRE SIZES
REAR

120/90-18 65M TT SUPER SOFT   
140/80-18 70M TT SUPER SOFT   

Tyre markings for enduro and extreme enduro tyres
  Yellow stripe - tyre suitable for enduro FIM and cross country competition
 Green stripe - tyre with softer carcass and soft tread suitable for hard enduro competition
  Double green stripe - tyre with softer carcass and extra soft tread compound suitable for 

extreme hard enduro competition 
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